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Abstract

Quantum many-body methods provide a systematic route to computing electronic properties of molecules

and materials, but high computational costs restrict their use in large-scale applications. Due to the complex-

ity in many-electron wavefunctions, machine learning models capable of capturing fundamental many-body

physics remain limited. Here, we present a deep learning framework targeting the many-body Green’s func-

tion, which unifies predictions of electronic properties in ground and excited states, while offering deep

physical insights into electron correlation effects. By learning the GW or coupled-cluster self-energy from

mean-field features, our graph neural network achieves competitive performance in predicting one- and two-

particle excitations and quantities derivable from one-particle density matrix. We demonstrate its high data

efficiency and good transferability across chemical species, system sizes, molecular conformations, and cor-

relation strengths in bond breaking, through multiple molecular and nanomaterial benchmarks. This work

opens up new opportunities for utilizing machine learning to solve many-electron problems.

*tianyu.zhu@yale.edu
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Introduction

Predicting electronic properties of molecules and materials in ground and excited states is a central task

in quantum chemistry and computational materials science. Density functional theory (DFT) has been the

primary tool for this task due to balanced accuracy and efficiency [1], but it has well-known systematic

errors and uncertainties stemming from approximate exchange-correlation functionals [2], which limit its

predictive capability. Ab initio many-body electronic structure methods, such as coupled-cluster (CC) the-

ory [3] and many-body perturbation theory (GW) [4, 5], offer a promising route to more robust quantum

mechanical simulations. These methods are particularly desired in the simulations of catalysis and materials

that require explicit treatment of electron correlation, such as bond-breaking and excited-state phenomena

as well as transition metal compounds. However, their high computational costs prohibit their application

to the study of large systems or screening of many molecules.

Data-driven machine learning (ML) has been extensively explored to accelerate quantum chemistry calcula-

tions at different levels of theory [6–14]. These ML models mostly focus on predicting the potential energy

or one electronic property (e.g., dipole moment, orbital energy) at a time. Recently, ML models aiming

at more fundamental quantum mechanical quantities, such as the mean-field Hamiltonian [15, 16], electron

density [17–19], and one-particle density matrix [20], start to appear, where various electronic properties can

be derived following a single ML prediction. Nevertheless, these methods are usually developed for DFT

and limited by its inherent errors, while ML approaches capable of predicting both ground- and excited-state

many-body properties within a unified framework remain rare. The main reason is that the size of many-

electron wavefunction grows rapidly (at least with high polynomial scaling) with respect to the molecular

size, resulting in patterns that are too complex to learn. Electron density (or density matrix) computed at

the many-body level could serve as the ML target, but directly mapping ground-state electron density infor-

mation to excited states is a non-trivial task [21]. Furthermore, generating many-body quantum chemistry

training data is very expensive, which requires the ML method to be highly data-efficient.

In this work, we propose to use the many-body Green’s function (MBGF) as the central quantity to enable a

deep learning framework that seamlessly connects ground- and excited-state predictions at quantum many-

body level. The Green’s function G(ω) is a frequency-dependent quantity that describes the propagation
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of an electron/hole in a many-electron system. The size of MBGF grows quadratically with respect to the

system size, making it a more compact representation of many-body physics compared to the wavefunction.

The Green’s function theory provides a rigorous road map towards solving the Schrödinger equation exactly

by simulating the one-particle (charged) and two-particle (neutral) excitations through Hedin’s equation and

Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) [22, 23]. In addition to excited states, MBGF also contains most of the essen-

tial ground-state information. Its static limit yields the one-particle density matrix, while integrating MBGF

along the imaginary frequency axis gives the ground-state energy. In recent years, ab initio MBGF methods

have achieved great success for simulating correlated molecules and materials, based on GW [4, 5, 24, 25],

CC [26–29], second-order perturbation theory [30, 31], algebraic diagrammatic construction [32], density

matrix renormalization group [33], and quantum Monte Carlo [34]. MBGF is also the central quantity in

quantum embedding methods including dynamical mean-field theory [35–37] and self-energy embedding

theory [38]. Thus, an MBGF-based ML approach will not only unify predictions of many electronic prop-

erties of interest, but also offer fundamental insights into electron correlation effects across a large number

of molecular and material problems.

A major challenge in developing this ML method is to represent the frequency-dependent MBGF matrix of

a molecule in a compact and equivariant form, while capturing both local and non-local electron correlations

encoded in MBGF. We achieve this by developing a graph neural network (GNN) that directly learns the

many-body dynamical correlation potential (i.e., self-energy) on a compact imaginary frequency grid, using

orbital-based mean-field features in a symmetry- and polarization-adapted basis. This method raises our

recent work [39] to a new level, offering substantially better capability and accuracy than related works [40,

41], and we name the resulting model MBGF-Net. On a series of molecular and nanomaterial benchmark

problems, we show that MBGF-Net accurately predicts ground- and excited-state properties, including pho-

toemission and optical spectra, quasiparticle energies and renormalizations, as well as quantities derivable

from one-particle density matrix, at the levels of GW and coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD). We

find that MBGF-Net is highly data-efficient, predicting GW frontier quasiparticle energies of QM7/QM9

molecules with mean absolute errors under 0.02 eV using a training set of only 2,000 molecules. Further-

more, we demonstrate promising transferability of MBGF-Net across different chemical species, molecular

conformations, system sizes, and electron correlation strengths. In particular, the MBGF-Net model trained
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exclusively on small silicon nanoclusters predicts excitation spectra of silicon nanoclusters up to four times

larger with minimal loss of accuracy. The MBGF-Net approach thus provides a unified framework for ML-

accelerated many-body quantum chemistry simulations, opening up new opportunities for data-driven ML

in the underexplored regimes of correlated electron problems.

Results

MBGF graph neural network. While geometric deep learning has been widely used in chemical applica-

tions [14, 42, 43], the MBGF is a unique ML target that requires careful attention to molecule featurization

and GNN architecture. The Green’s function matrix in the frequency domain is defined as

Gij(ω) =
〈
Ψ0

∣∣∣ ai[ω − (Ĥ − E)]−1a†j

∣∣∣Ψ0

〉
+
〈
Ψ0

∣∣∣ a†j [ω + (Ĥ − E)]−1ai

∣∣∣Ψ0

〉
(1)

where ω is the frequency (energy), |Ψ0⟩ is the ground-state wave function, Ĥ is the Hamiltonian, E is the

ground-state energy, and ai and a†j are annihilation and creation operators on orbitals i and j. Our goal is to

design an orbital-based graph neural network that predicts the MBGF matrix in a given basis set from DFT

or Hartree-Fock (HF) solution, thereby bypassing the expensive many-body quantum chemistry calculation.

Similar to many ab initio MBGF theories, instead of directly computing G(ω), MBGF-Net predicts the

self-energy, defined through the Dyson’s equation

Σ(ω) = G−1
0 (ω)−G−1(ω). (2)

Here, the self-energy Σ(ω) captures dynamical (i.e., energy-dependent) many-body correlation effects missed

by the mean-field Green’s function G0(ω). Thus, the self-energy Σ(ω) is a natural physics-informed ∆-ML

target, as G0(ω) is always pre-calculated in our workflow.

As shown in Fig. 1a, we adopt an intrinsic atomic orbital plus projected atomic orbital (IAO+PAO) basis [44]

widely used in population analysis and quantum embedding methods to represent all matrices, where the

atomic orbitals are polarized by the molecular environment. To ensure rotation invariance, we further ap-

ply an angular-momentum block diagonalization step to obtain symmetry-adapted IAO+PAO basis [14, 39],
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Figure 1: Overview of the MBGF-Net workflow and architecture. (a) Starting from a DFT calculation,
equivariant DFT features are constructed in the SAIAO basis and mapped onto the orbital graph. After
self-energy and MBGF are predicted, MBGF is post-processed to obtain various ground- and excited-state
properties at quantum many-body level. (b) The orbital graph is constructed by mapping diagonal and
off-diagonal DFT matrix elements to nodes and edges. Edges are pruned based on an orbital interaction
criterion. Node and edge features are then autoencoded with corresponding residual blocks. These first
hidden encodings are passed to L message passing updates. All L+ 1 hidden node and edge encodings are
vector-concatenated (

⊕
) and finally decoded into diagonal and off-diagonal self-energy.

which we refer to as the SAIAO basis. To deal with the continuous frequency dependence in dynamical

quantities, we express Σ(iω) and G(iω) on a modified Gauss-Legendre grid along the imaginary frequency

axis (Nω = 18 ∼ 30). This choice leads to much smoother self-energy and MBGF for ML, which also

allows straightforward post-processing of ML-predicted G(iω) to access ground-state and spectral proper-

ties. Specifically, by analytically continuing G(iω) to the real-axis G(ω), one obtains the photoemission

spectrum (i.e., density of states, DOS) with a broadening factor η

DOS(ω) = − 1

π
Tr [ImG(ω + iη)] . (3)

Within the GW approximation, the optical spectrum can be further computed at a reduced cost by utilizing

the ML-predicted quasiparticle (QP) energies via the GW+BSE formalism [23]. The one-particle reduced
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density matrix (1-RDM) is obtained through efficient numerical integration

γ =
1

π

∫ ∞

0
G(iω)dω. (4)

In addition, the self-energy curvature encodes orbital-specific electron correlation strength, indicated by the

magnitude of the quasiparticle renormalization (a value between 0 and 1)

Zi =

[
1− ∂ [ImΣii(iω)]

∂ω

∣∣∣
ω=0

]−1

, (5)

where smaller value of Zi corresponds to stronger electron correlation in orbital i.

In MBGF-Net, we take inspirations from OrbNet [14, 45] to employ DFT (or HF) electronic matrices as

features, while predicting frequency-dependent self-energy vectors for every orbital and orbital pair Σij(iω)

(instead of molecular scalar quantities). As shown in Fig. 1b, diagonal and off-diagonal DFT matrix ele-

ments are respectively mapped onto the nodes and edges of the orbital graph. In addition to static features

including Fock (F ), core Hamiltonian (h), Coloumb (J), exchange (K), and density (γ) matrices, a new

set of dynamical features (mean-field Green’s function G0(iω) and hybridization function ∆(iω)) inspired

by ab initio MBGF theories [5, 35–37] is also employed, which was found to be more effective for MBGF

prediction previously [39]. To reduce the number of edges (N2
orb with Norb being the number of orbitals)

in these graphs, we prune edges when max(|Jij |, |Kij |) < ϵ between an orbital pair i and j, where ϵ is

a small cutoff value. This criterion supposes that two orbitals with negligible bare interaction also have

negligible many-body correlation, an assumption similar to integral screening metrics used in low-scaling

GW techniques [46]. For edges removed from the orbital graph, the orbital-pair self-energy is set to zero.

The MBGF-Net architecture is presented in Fig. 1b, with further technical details provided in the Methods

section and the Supplementary Information (SI). We use an encoder-decoder scheme to learn self-energy

frequency responses over the nodes and edges of the orbital graph. For message passing between orbitals

i and j, the following transformation of their node features x ensures pair permutation invariance without

loss of degrees of freedom:

x̃i = xi + xj , x̃j = |xi − xj |. (6)
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x̃i and x̃j are then utilized in message functions ml and attention score functions sl. Then, single-headed

attentional aggregation is employed for each message passing update l, followed by single layer node update

ulx and edge update ule:

xl+1
i = ulx

 ∑
j∈N (i)

exp(slij)m
l
ij∑

j∈N (i) exp(s
l
ij)

 , el+1
ij = ule(m

l
ij). (7)

Tuning of the architecture is mostly done via two key parameters: the number of channels in the message

passing layers Nc (i.e. the width of each hidden encoding) and the number of message passing updates L.

Nc can be increased to enhance model capacity to accommodate a more diverse chemical space, while L

can be increased to express a higher degree of orbital entanglement for stronger correlation or more spatially

delocalized electronic structure.

Many-body quantum chemical properties in ground and excited states. We first benchmark the per-

formance of MBGF-Net for predicting various quantum many-body properties in ground and charged ex-

cited states on a data set consisting of all QM7 molecules (7,165) [47] and a subset of QM9 molecules

(8,000) [48]. We generated the training data at the G0W0@PBE0 level in the cc-pVDZ basis set [49, 50]

with the PySCF quantum chemistry software package [24, 51], using at most 2,000 molecules for training

and reserving the remaining 13,165 molecules for testing. We also augmented the training data with 20

conformers for each molecule that contains 3 or fewer heavy atoms (660 conformers).

Fig. 2 summarizes the MBGF-Net results, where the baseline DFT calculation used the PBE0 functional [52]

and all quantities were derived from the MBGF-Net model trained exclusively on the self-energy data. In

Fig. 2a, five MBGF-Net ensemble models were trained on successively larger training sets. The first subset

consisted of the smallest 395 molecules with 5 or fewer heavy atoms, while larger molecules (7 or 9 heavy

atoms) were randomly added in the training of subsequent models. We employed a physics-motivated loss

function that imposes additional penalties on the self-energy errors on frontier molecular orbitals (FMO)

and frequency gradients

L = LMSE(Σ̂
SAIAO,ΣSAIAO) + β1LMSE(Σ̂

MO
ii ,ΣMO

ii ; i ∈ FMO) + β2LMSE(
∂Σ̂SAIAO

∂ω
,
∂ΣSAIAO

∂ω
) (8)
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Figure 2: MBGF-Net predictions of electronic properties of QM7 and QM9 molecules at the G0W0@PBE0
level. (a) Training curves for HOMO, LUMO, band gap, and dipole and quadrupole moments from a single
ML model trained using only the self-energy data. MAE stands for mean absolute error. (b) Scatter plots
comparing ML-predicted band gaps and dipole moments against PBE0 (baseline) and true G0W0@PBE0
values. (c) Prediction of DOS, HOMO, LUMO, and dipole moment on an interpolation case (C4H6N4O).
True G0W0@PBE0 values are included in the parentheses for comparison. (d) Prediction of same quantities
as (c), but on an extrapolation case of NHS-biotin (C14H19N3O5S). (e) Comparison of IAO atomic partial
charge errors of DFT (top) and ML (bottom) for interpolation and extrapolation cases. Partial charge errors
are indicated by the blue or red color.

where Σ̂ and Σ denote ML-predicted and true self-energy values in SAIAO or molecular orbital (MO) basis,

MSE denotes mean-squared error, and β1 and β2 control the relative weights of the extra penalty terms.

Unless otherwise stated, we set β1 = β2 = 0.1. Additional results adopting an active learning strategy can

be found in the SI.

In Fig. 2a, we find that the mean absolute errors (MAEs) of all ML-predicted quantities drop quickly as more

molecules are added into the training set. For the model trained on 2,000 molecules, the MAEs of HOMO
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(highest occupied molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) QP energies and

band gaps are only 17, 18, and 29 meV, respectively. This performance surpasses that of some state-of-the-

art deep learning models (e.g., DimeNet++ and SchNet) on a similar task [53]. For example, DimeNet++

has larger MAEs for predicting G0W0 HOMO, LUMO, and band gap energies (22, 31, 42 meV) on the

QM9 data set starting from DFT calculations, even with 105 molecules in the training set (50× larger than

current work) [53]. From the same model, the 1-RDM predicted by MBGF-Net is of similarly high quality,

indicated by small dipole and quadrupole moment MAEs of 26 mD and 41 mD·Å. The error distributions

are shown in Fig. 2b, where ML-predicted band gaps and dipole moments are compared against the base-

line PBE0 and true G0W0@PBE0 values. We then present two case studies in Fig. 2c,d: a QM9 molecule

(C4H6N4O), considered an interpolation task, and a larger molecule, NHS-biotin (C14H19N3O5S), consid-

ered an extrapolation task. We note that the size of NHS-biotin is more than twice larger than any molecule

in the training set. ML-predicted photoemission spectra are in excellent agreement with the G0W0@PBE0

spectra for both molecules over a wide energy range. Atomic partial charges derived from the ML-predicted

MBGFs also agree perfectly with the true G0W0@PBE0 values in both cases (Fig. 2e). Overall, this bench-

mark demonstrates that MBGF-Net, by learning the many-body electron correlation effects through the

self-energy, achieves accurate predictions of many electronic properties with high data efficiency and can

generalize to larger molecules well outside the training set.

Transferability across nanomaterials and molecular systems. We then demonstrate the transferabil-

ity of MBGF-Net in more challenging photophysics applications. In particular, we aim to push its good

capabilities in small organic molecules to achieve many-body simulations of large-scale materials, where

traditional theoretical studies are mostly restricted to DFT-based methods. We trained an MBGF-Net model

on 160 hydrogenated silicon (Si) nanoclusters with up to 36 Si atoms (NSi ≤ 36), for predicting photophysi-

cal properties of nanoclusters of sizes up to 147 Si atoms. The training and testing data were generated at the

G0W0@PBE0 level in the cc-pVTZ basis set, on structures taken from Refs. [55, 56] (Fig. 3b). In addition

to charged excitations, we also utilized the ML-derived GW QP energies across the full energy range for the

downstream task of computing neutral (optical) excitation energies and spectra via the GW+BSE formalism

(see SI for details). MBGF-Net allows us to bypass the GW step in the GW+BSE calculation, which is more

expensive than the BSE step, thus significantly reducing the computational cost.
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Figure 3: MBGF-Net predictions of excited-state properties of silicon nanoclusters at the G0W0@PBE0
level. (a) Band gaps and optical gaps (S1) for silicon clusters of increasing diameters, assuming a density of
50 Si atoms/nm3 as in bulk silicon. Optical gaps were obtained by solving the BSE equation with true GW or
ML-predicted QP energies, denoted as BSE@GW or BSE@ML. Grey shaded region indicates interpolation
regime (NSi ≤ 36 and not seen in the training), while the largest extrapolation case is Si147H100 (2158
electrons, 6398 orbitals). Experimental optical gap values are taken from Ref. [54]. (b) Size distribution of
training data. (c) Photoemission and optical spectra for Si32H44 (interpolation) and Si60H64 (extrapolation).
The lowest 60 and 240 singlet excited states were solved in the GW+BSE calculations of Si32H44 and
Si60H64.

As shown in Fig. 3a, MBGF-Net yields near-perfect predictions of band and optical gaps with errors under

25 and 24 meV, not only for Si nanoclusters in the interpolation regime (i.e., NSi ≤ 36 and not seen in the

training), but also for clusters up to ∼ 2× larger than any training sample (e.g., Si69H68). This performance

significantly outperforms a recently-proposed ML method in accelerating GW calculations on the same data
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set [55], which suggests that our GNN design is effective in capturing long-range screening effects. It

should be emphasized that only 11 out of 160 training samples have NSi > 20 (Fig. 3b), highlighting the

data efficiency of our method. Even for the largest two testing clusters up to 4× larger than any training

sample, Si87H76 and Si147H100, the band gap errors remain small (75 and 206 meV). Due to the prohibitive

cost of computing the full GW QP energy spectra, we were unable to perform true BSE@GW calculations

to compare with BSE@ML for these two largest clusters. In Fig. 3c, we show that MBGF-Net also predicts

highly accurate photoemission and optical spectra for Si32H44 and Si60H64, which contain hundreds of

excited states. These results demonstrate impressive transferability of MBGF-Net, which has the potential

to enable simulating excited states of large-scale materials beyond the reach of traditional quantum many-

body methods.
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In Fig. 4, we also test whether MBGF-Net can capture subtle electronic structure changes due to confor-

mational distortions, where a model was trained on 100 conformations each of 6 azobenzene derivatives

(Fig. 4a), at the G0W0@PBE0 level in the cc-pVTZ basis. The full range of the CN=NC dihedral for each
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derivative was sampled with ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) by applying a small bias potential to

this torsion using the CP2K software package [57]. In Fig. 4b, we show that MBGF-Net predicts highly

accurate band gaps of 2-methoxyazobenzene conformers with distorted CN=NC dihedral angle, considered

an interpolation case (similar 2-methoxyazobenzene conformers seen in training). Beyond this task, we also

applied the same model to 4,4’-dichloroazobenzene (Fig. 4c), which is completely unseen in the training

data. This extrapolation case falls outside the training data both in terms of atomic composition (chlorine)

and substitution pattern (all training examples are singly substituted). ML-predicted band gaps again agree

well with true G0W0@PBE0 values, suggesting good transferability across conformations and chemical

species. To emphasize that MBGF-Net is not simply learning a constant band gap shift, we also provide

the energy profiles aligned at minimum band-gap geometry in the SI, which show the relative many-body

corrections captured by MBGF-Net to be on the order of 0.5 eV.

Strong electron correlation in bond-breaking molecules. We lastly explore the capability of MBGF-

Net in the strong electron correlation regime, where quantum many-body treatment beyond DFT (and even

GW) must be used for reliable simulations. We target the cases of C-O single-bond breaking in methanol

and ethanol, where CCSD is a reasonable compromise between accuracy and efficiency. We trained an

MBGF-Net model on 100 methanol geometries sampled along the C-O stretch and 50 ethane molecules

sampled along the C-C stretch (bond length range of 1.3∼4.0 Å), where the training data were the self-

energies computed at the equation-of-motion CCSD level (also known as coupled-cluster Green’s function,

CCGF) [28, 29] in the cc-pVTZ basis. All training and testing stretched structures were sampled using

metadynamics in CP2K. All mean-field features were generated at the HF level and the extra loss penalties

in Eq. 8 were removed in training (β1 = β2 = 0).

We first show how MBGF-Net uncovers fundamental insights into orbital-specific electron correlation,

which cannot be obtained from DFT calculations. QP renormalizations predicted by MBGF-Net are pre-

sented in Fig. 5a, a quantity commonly used for indicating strength of electron correlation in many-body

physics [35, 58]. We find that MBGF-Net achieves near-perfect agreement for HOMO and LUMO Z val-

ues of methanol along the C-O stretch, even in the very strongly correlated regime (indicated by small

Z = 0.2 ∼ 0.3). For extrapolating to the ethanol C-O stretch, MBGF-Net exhibits good, but worsened
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Figure 5: MBGF-Net predictions of orbital-specific many-body properties and downstream simulations in
C-O single-bond breaking. Training data includes 100 methanol and 50 ethane molecules. (a) Quasiparticle
renormalization weights Z of frontier MOs as the C-O bond length increases in methanol and ethanol. (b)
Natural occupancies of HONO (highest occupied natural orbital) and LUNO (lowest unoccupied natural
orbital) as the C-O bond length increases in methanol and ethanol. ML and true HONOs are shown for
ethanol at C-O bond length of 2.8 Å. (c) Ground-state energies of methanol calculated by FNO-CCSD using
ML-predicted virtual natural orbitals (threshold 5 × 10−4), compared against HF, FNO-CCSD with true
CCSD NOs, and full CCSD. The potential energy curves are not perfectly smooth as the geometries are
relaxed using metadynamics. All curves are shifted by the equilibrium CCSD energy. (d) Same as (c), but
for ethanol.

agreement, with systematic errors towards over-correlated Z for a stretched C-O bond, a result of only see-

ing methanol and ethane in training. In Fig. 5b, we derive natural orbitals by diagonalizing the correlated

1-RDM predicted by MBGF-Net: γV = V n, where V and n are the natural orbitals (NOs) and NO oc-

cupancies. The concept of natural orbitals is widely used in quantum chemistry for analyzing chemical

bonding and electron correlation as well as accelerating correlated calculations. MBGF-Net yields accurate
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predictions of NO occupancies for HONO (highest occupied natural orbital) and LUNO (lowest unoccupied

natural orbital) of both methanol and ethanol, where the extent of deviation from integer fillings (0 and 2)

indicates the correlation strength along the C-O stretch.

We note that, although it is possible to obtain ground-state energy directly from the integration of MBGF,

we leave it to future work due to the numerical sensitivity of this integration to MBGF errors. Instead,

we employ ML-predicted CCSD natural orbitals in the downstream task of computing ground-state ener-

gies using the frozen natural orbital CCSD (FNO-CCSD) approach [59]. By freezing the virtual natural

orbitals with natural occupancies smaller than a given threshold (5 × 10−4 in this work), FNO-CCSD cap-

tures a large fraction of CCSD correlation energy at a reduced cost compared to full CCSD, as shown in

Fig. 5c,d. In this study, the FNO-CCSD virtual space is only 1/3 of the full virtual space for methanol and

ethanol, corresponding to ∼81-fold reduction of computational cost. We find that FNO-CCSD energies

based on ML-predicted NOs agree well with those based on true CCSD NOs in the case of methanol. The

agreement deteriorates slightly for ethanol, especially in the most strongly correlated regime (long bond

lengths). Nevertheless, in both cases, ML FNO-CCSD predictions are significantly better than HF and have

small non-parallelity errors compared to full CCSD (errors in energy differences between equilibrium and

stretched geometries, see SI). In summary, this benchmark demonstrates that MBGF-Net can serve as a

unified quantum many-body tool for studying correlated electron systems with deep physical insights.

Discussion

We have developed a deep learning method for predicting quantum many-body properties of molecules and

materials from the DFT electronic structure. Unlike many other approaches, we undertake the challenging

task of directly learning the underlying many-body effects with a single ML model, that can be leveraged

to predict various ground- and excited-state properties at once. We have demonstrated that MBGF-Net

achieves near-perfect accuracy on systems similar to the training data, while being transferable to systems

well outside the training data, both in terms of size and composition. Our method is also data efficient,

needing only hundreds of training molecules in most benchmarks, which ameliorates the high costs of

generating many-body quantum chemistry data. Because of its direct targeting of the Green’s function and
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self-energy, MBGF-Net can analyze the physical origins of many-body electron correlation effects in many-

electron systems, a capability rarely seen in other data-driven ML models. Even in challenging extrapolation

cases that expose limitations of our method, we argue that useful insights into the nature of electronic

interactions can still be drawn. For example, the overestimation of band gaps in Si nanoclusters (e.g.,

Si147H100) much larger than training samples suggests the long-range nature and length scale of screened

Coulomb interactions. Moreover, MBGF-Net can be seamlessly integrated into widely-used ab initio MBGF

frameworks, e.g., as data-driven impurity solvers within Green’s function embedding methods [36, 37, 60],

for simulating correlated electron materials. Overall, this work establishes a unified ML framework for

many-body quantum chemistry and demonstrates the possibility of ML-accelerated computational study of

many-electron systems towards quantitative accuracy.

Methods

GNN architecture. As shown in Fig. 1b, two residual networks each encode the nodes and edges. Be-

cause we suppose the static, dynamical, and binary features carry different types of information, they are

initially passed to three independent linear layers before concatenation in the deeper portion of the residual

networks. Two independent decoders are used for node and edge self-energy, though the architecture for

each is identical. Detailed descriptions for the encoders, message function, attention score function, and

decoders can be found in the SI, in addition to MBGF-Net hyperparameters for each learning task. The core

data processing and architecture for our GNN are implemented with the PyTorch and Pytorch Geometric

libraries [61, 62], with the attentional aggregation implementation from previous works [63, 64].

Orbital feature processing and graph construction. In addition to the static and dynamic features we

used in our previous work, we utilize the spatial extent of each orbital and IAO atomic partial charges on the

atom associated with a given orbital. We employ these only on the nodes and consider them static due to lack

of any frequency dependence. For node features, we take care to account for the potentially large magnitudes

of hii and Jii. These elements cancel each other out, so we use their sum as the feature to avoid numerical

problems when unseen (larger than training) systems are passed to MBGF-Net. In addition to continuous

valued features, we also utilize simple binary (i.e., one-hot) features on the nodes, corresponding to orbital
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type (core/IAO/PAO), principal number (n), and angular momentum number (ℓ). All continuous valued

features on nodes are transformed to have unit variance and zero mean (i.e., standardized). Edge features

are processed with a log transformation detailed in the SI.

The self-energy elements associated with core orbitals are set to zero. During the SAIAO construction step

for the Si nanocluster and bond breaking benchmarks, the core orbitals are projected separately, to avoid

mixing the SAIAO core orbitals with the valence and virtual orbitals.

Self-energy loss. In Eq. 8, aside from changing values of βi, tuning for specific applications is mostly

done via the definition of the FMOs. If the set of FMOs is too small (e.g., fitting to only the HOMO/LUMO

self-energy), we observe the training loss oscillates unfavorably in the later part of the optimization. For the

QM9 molecules, we find including the range of HOMO − 10 to LUMO + 10 is reasonable, but fixing this

range to a constant number is problematic for datasets with highly variable system sizes. For example, with

silicon nanoclusters, we instead employ a scheme where percentages of occupied/virtual are included into

the set of FMOs. We forego any parameter search and select 30%/25% for occupied/virtual MOs to capture

all valence occupied orbitals and virtual orbitals up to approximately 20 eV.

Active learning strategies. We explore the effectiveness of active learning approaches for learning MBGF

for the QM7/QM9 learning task to deal with the high diversity of chemical compositions. In particular,

we observe that this dataset has relatively few molecules with functional groups of potential interest to

photophysical applications – for example, QM7/QM9 have very few sulfur/fluorine containing compounds.

This suggests that a naively trained MBGF-Net may have a bias that reflects the inherent imbalance of the

underlying data. To address this, we implement a training strategy we call “active refinement” that optimizes

a pre-trained ensemble model with a focus on the most unusual training examples - the detailed algorithm

can be found in the SI. For Fig. 2, we employ this active refinement for each model, but each addition of new

training data is still sampled randomly. In a separate study, we use self-energy uncertainty quantification to

more efficiently select new training examples from unseen data. In particular, for the last three points of our

training curves in Fig. 2 (1600, 1800, 2000 molecules), we employ active updates to the training data and

compare the performance to random updates in Fig. 2. These results are presented in the SI, which show a

slight improvement of MAEs in predcited band gap by ∼ 2 meV.
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Data availability

All datasets used in this work will be made available in an open-source repository.

Code availability

The MBGF-Net code will be open-sourced upon publication of this work. Its implementation uses the

fcDMFT code at https://github.com/ZhuGroup-Yale/fcdmft and PySCF at https://github.com/pyscf/pyscf.
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